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SoundDevice Digital VoxDucker

Independent development teams federation United Plugins announces the

availability of VoxDucker as founding partner SounDevice Digital’s latest plug-in -

promoting the time and energy efficiency savings of automatic voice-over mixing

using side-chain with three different types of ducking (Broadband, simply lowers the

backing track volume; Multiband, ducks certain frequency bands only; and Spectral,

analyses the voice spectrum to duck only where needed) for varying transparency

to allow more of the ducked signal to be preserved while keeping the side-chain

signal clear and audible, aimed at audio-book creators, broadcasters, podcasters,
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and video-makers, although it can work well on other signal types (including, for

example, kick drum and bass or vocal and guitar), while perfectly partnering with

SounDevice Digital’s Voxessor (applied to the voice track) to create perfectly

balanced and legible voice-overs in seconds - as of November 22…

As audio-book creators, broadcasters, podcasters, and video-makers can too often

testify, the delicate art of mixing the human voice with background music to create

a perfectly balanced and legible voice-over can all too often prove to be a time-

consuming, possibly painful process. It is, in fact, fraught with decision- making

minutiae, given that each and every human voice is a unique-sounding proposition

in itself while background music can clearly vary wildly in style and content. It is

arguably far from the simple process that it could - or, some might say, should be -

but, fortunately for anyone seeking a simpler solution, SounDevice Digital duly

provides an answer in response to its own question: Do you need to deliver a

perfectly clear and focused voice-over, but you also want to preserve as much of

the impact in the backing as possible? Then use VoxDucker by SounDevice Digital.

Since SounDevice Digital’s VoxDucker promotes time and energy efficiency savings

of automatic voice-over mixing using side-chain, it is simply a case of placing it on

the track to be ducked - typically the backing music track - and routing the human

voice into the plug-in’s side-chain input. It listens to the voice track, then ducks the

music out of the way, thereby keeping the main focus on the voice itself.

Simpler still, since VoxDucker has been extensively tested in multiple scenarios, it is

preset so that - in most cases - users only need to use the depth [%] control to set

the amount of ducking to produce perfect results. Digging deeper is, of course,

perfectly possible since the plug-in provides controls for fine-tuning the ducking

process - primarily three different types of ducking, each offering varying levels of

transparency to allow more of the ducked signal to be preserved by focusing the

ducking on frequencies present in the side-chain signal. Simply switch between

Broadband - ducks the entire signal; Multiband - uses six bands tuned to respond

well to the human voice, preserving more of the backing as the bands with the least

activity are ducked less; and Spectral - analyses the voice spectrum to duck only

where needed as the most accurate mode of all, preserving most of the backing

because only the frequencies present in the side-chain are removed from the input,

albeit at the expense of increased latency and CPU (Central Processing Unit) usage.

Audible assistance apart, VoxDucker’s value in terms of time and energy efficiency

savings also extends to its minimal yet informative GUI (Graphical User Interface),

allowing users to focus only on the controls deemed to be of most importance,

including an extensive metering section: gr shows the extensive gain reduction

applied to the music track; in measures the track’s input volume; side shows the

input volume of the side-chain channel (typically the voice-over track), and out

shows the overall output volume of the track - instant visual feedback on the all-

important ducking amount, as well as input, output, and side-chain signal levels, in

other words.
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But back in VoxDucker’s wonderful world of processing audio, threshold [dB]

controls the level at which the ducking will start, look-ahead [ms] controls the

amount of offset for the detection, and smoothness [%] controls the amount of

smoothing of the detected signal by using an RMS (Root Mean Square) window and

a soft knee to the dynamic shape, while attack [ms] - ranging from 10 to 1000

milliseconds - controls how quickly the signal will start ducking when the side-chain

signal exceeds the threshold and release [ms] - ranging from 100 to 5000

milliseconds - controls how quickly the signal will return to normal after the side-

chain signal drops below the threshold.

That being said, VoxDucker shares several admirable attributes with fellow family

members now numbering 30 plug-ins, each playing their part in United Plugins’

proliferating product portfolio, providing maximum audio quality by using internal

64-bit audio processing as well as being able to handle any sampling rate - 192 kHz

(or even higher) - and also the fact that it intelligently detects whether it makes

sense to perform any processing at all; if not, it temporarily turns on sleep mode,

meaning it requires virtually no CPU power at all, thereby saving computing

resources for other processes. Putting a photorealistic 3D yet flexible GUI to the test

with VoxDucker, likewise, leaves its users with the impression that they are working

with real world hardware; however, it easily adapts to their needs since they can

always drag the arrow at the bottom-right corner to change its size - smaller to save

precious ‘screen estate’ or larger to make it easier on the eye and, as a result, even

easier to use than it already is.

Indeed, it is fair to say that VoxDucker and its equally-easy-to-use SounDevice

Digital-developed Voxessor sibling - duly designed to automatically fix volume

imperfections inherent in an artist’s natural performance to achieve a smooth and

flawless voice-over workflow - make for a perfect partnership. Placing Voxessor on

the voice track and VoxDucker on the backing track results in a well-balanced mix

that preserves as much of the backing as possible for maximum impact while

simultaneously delivering a clear and focused voice that takes centre stage. It is

well worth noting here, however, that VoxDucker can also work well on other signal

types (including, for example, kick drum and bass or vocal and guitar).

Whichever way anyone chooses to use VoxDucker, it is clear that the delicate art of

mixing the human voice with background music to create a perfectly balanced and

legible voice-over need not prove to be a time-consuming, possibly painful process,

after all.

VoxDucker is available to purchase for a time-limited introductory promo price of

only €15.00 EUR until the end of 2022 - rising thereafter to its regular price of

€59.00 EUR - as an AAX-, AU-, VST-, and VST3-compatible plug-in (using internal

64-bit audio processing capable of handling any sample rate) directly from its

dedicated webpage, where a 15-day, fully-functional trial version for macOS 10.10

and newer and Windows 8/10/11 can also be downloaded for free. (It is also

available for free when purchasing Voxessor through to December 4, 2022.) Note

that no iLok, dongle, or internet access is required for VoxDucker activation. (All
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United Plugins software uses license files for activation and owners can freely use

purchased software on all their computers as long as they are the user.)

www.unitedplugins.com
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